










HOHA  Baukästen says that  HOHA was made by R & H
Hohage of Lüdenscheid from 1935 to 1954, and it is known
for having some of the shiniest nickel parts you'll ever see.
Incomplete notes on the parts & sets were given in 18/516
and though they included full details of the manual shown
here in Fig.6, nothing on set contents was available at the
time. Now Urs Flammer has kindly sent a PDF about HOHA
(much  of  it  thanks to  Albrecht  Heinisch)  which  includes
them  (Fig.10),  taken  from  what  was  probably  the  last
HOHA manual (Fig.8). For this account I've also drawn on
numerous Ebay photos to try to place the various lid labels,
manuals,  etc  in date order,  and to note changes to the
parts & sets over time. This wasn't very successful with no
dates and too many anomalies, but it is hoped that others
will correct and add to the broad outline which follows.

Examples of the 4 lids & 4 manual covers known are
shown in Figs.1-4 & 5-8 respectively, in both cases in their
possible date order. Reference should be made to OSN 18
for the description of parts not given here.

HISTORY  As can be seen from Fig.10 right there were
ultimately 6 sets.  In many cases the Set No. is shown on a
small label in the top right corner of the lid. The sets were
not progressive, but, from the manual models, the 1a was
intended to be an add-on to Set 1, and models for smaller
sets  can  often  be  made  from  a  larger  one.  The  only
obvious difference  in  the parts  in  the sets seen are the
types of Wheel included.

Fig.1 sets are thought to be older than the
others, and all of the 7 sets seen are either a Set
1 or 1A. None of the outfits had a
manual  but as with most,  perhaps
all, of the sets over the years, there
was a selection of models that could
be made with the set printed inside

the lid. A Set 1 lid has 7 models and all but
one are in the OSN 18 manual. It was later
of  course  with  models  for  all  6  sets  but
conceivably there was an earlier version of
it for the Fig.1 outfits. 2 of the 7 sets seen
have 4-spoke Wheels, the others have the
Wheel right. It  looks to be an aluminium
casting and is about the same diameter as the 4-spoke type.

Fig.2 & 3 sets seem to complement each other in that only
Sets 0-1 with the Fig.2 lid have been seen, and only Sets 2 & 3
with the Fig.3 type. This may be because too few examples of
each are to hand, or perhaps Sets 0-1 continued with the Fig.2 lid
after Sets 2-3 had been introduced with a new lid. Sets 0-1 had
the Fig.5 manual but presumably an earlier edition to suit the sets
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then current. Sets 2 & 3 had the smaller Fig.6 manual: it
has  12  A6  landscape  pages  including  covers,  with  20
models for Sets 0-3, plus 2 for Nr.4, a set said to be in
preparation. All are in the OSN 18 manual except a Set 4
Drilling Machine which  differs  from the OSN 18 version.
(The OSN 18 manual of course has many more models, 29

for Sets 0-3, plus 8 for Set 4, and unlike the
Fig.6 manual has a parts list for each model.)

The Fig.6 item has been described as a
brochure rather than a manual, but if  it
was intended as a manual  I  suppose it
might  have been from soon after  WW2
when  paper  was in  short  supply.  Either
way it is from a time just before the Nr.4
was  available.  All  the  sets  have  the  4-
Spoke Wheel except one No.1 which has
Pulleys with Tyre, as left.

Fig.4 sets. 13 in all have been seen of Sets 0-4. On 0-
1a lids there is no METALL-BAU-KASTEN panel at the bottom
of the fIG.4 label, and on some lids the model on the back
of the manual is the Twin Cylinder Steam Engine model,
the end of which was shown in OSN 18.

Nearly all  the 8 sets which should have Wheels have
Pulleys  with  Tyres,  but
one  has  the  Rubber
Wheels left that are listed
in  Fig.10.  6  of  the  sets
have the Fig.5 manual, 2
have  a  Fig.7  one,  and

one  of  the latter  has the  Rubber  Wheels.  So  it
seems that Tyres for Pulleys were introduced at or near the
start of this period, the manual cover was changed during
it, and Rubber Wheels introduced. Nothing else is known of
the Fig.7 manual but given that the models in the Fig.5
manual are the same as those in the Fig.8 (see below), it
would be surprising if they were any different in the Fig.7.

The Fig.8 manual. No set with this manual has been
seen but it is interesting in that although the models in it
are the same as in the Fig.5 manual in OSN 18, the cover

shows coloured parts,  and
some of  them, those  lying
on the table & in the Crane,
have slotted holes (as left),
both  unknown  HOHA feat-
ures.  The Windmill  on the
cover  is  a  Fig.5  manual
model  but  not  the  Crane.

So, artistic licence or was there a final phase yet
to be discovered, or perhaps only planned. It's likely that
there were never any coloured parts because it is said in
the Manual that the parts are nickelled with a high gloss.

Sets 0-4 are advertised in the Manual with a photo of
each and the box sizes & total numbers of parts. These are
given below because they differ significantly from those in
the Fig.5 & 6 manuals: the first figures, the box size &, in
curly brackets, the number of parts, are from the Fig.5-6
manuals; the second set are from the Fig.8 manual. 
Set 0: 20*15*3.5cm {not given}; 23.5*18*3 {146}. 
Set 1: 21*15*4.5 {170}; 28.5*18.5*6 {211}. 
Set 1a: 21*15*6.5 {224}; 28.5*18.5*6 {247}; 
Set 2; 30*21*6 {402}; 32.5*25*6.5 {479, 2 layers}. 
Set 3; 40*28*6.5 {826}; 41*31*6.5 {1015, 2 layers}. 
Set 4: 40*28*6.5 (only in Fig.5) {not given}; 41*31*6.5
{1043, 2 layers}.

The PARTS  Below  my  names  for  them &  notes  on
variations. Many were described in OSN 18. A dagger after
a part's name indicates a doubt about its correct name; a
double dagger that it has not been seen even in a photo. 
• 1, 2. Flanged Plates, Large, Small. 
• 3. Cylinder.

• 4-6. Pulleys with boss, 95, 52, 27mm. 
• 7. Pulley, Aluminium ‡. 
• 8. Steering Wheel with Pin †‡, but perhaps the Hand Wheel
shown in the Lathe & Press in OSN 18. 
• 9. Seat Plate, with 3 holes.
• 10. Spring Cord ‡. 
• 11. Roller (right), an alum-
inium spacer with a thin flange
on each end. 
• 12.  Auto  Parts.  Probably
the total number of Auto related parts in the Set, but the
quantities don't seem to add up. 
• 14-18. Shafts. Most are Screwed Rods or have threaded ends.
In Albrecht's set the centre of the latter is 3.5mm Ø, appreciably
smaller than the holes. Smooth Axles are seen in some later sets.
• 19. Piston Rod. 
• 20-28. Strips. 12mm wide, .6-.8mm thick. Holes: 4.2mm Ø at
13.1mm pitch.
• 29. SAS, 9*1h.    • 30. DAS, 1*5*1h.
• 31. DAS, 2*3*2h.    • 32. DAS, 1*3*1h. 
• 33. A/B.    • 34. SAS †, 3*1h.
• 35. A/B, 1*2h.    • 36. SAS, 4*1h.
• 37. Reversed Angle Strip, 1*5*1h with angled lugs. 
• 38. D/B. 
• 39. Possibly a 3h Corner Bracket †‡. 
• 40. Collar. 
• 41,42. Bolts M4x25,6mm. Cheese & Roundheaded respectively
in Albrecht's set. 
• 43. Nuts. Square or Hexagnal, about 7.5mm A/F. 
• 44. Steam Boiler. The funnel & dome simply push in. 
• 45,46.  Bonnets,  Large,  Small,  with  Radiator Plates.  The
latter  slide  in  and  usually  have  an  impressed  pattern  of  small
hexagons, but some are plain. 
• 47. Mounting Bracket for #46. 
• 48,49. Discs, 10h with boss, 94,52mm Ø. 
• 50. Ball Bearing. A 10h 94mm Disc with no boss and a ball
bearing unit bolted to it (right).
• 52. Spanner. 
• 53. Crank Handle. 
• 54.  Steering Wheel,  4-
spoke (Fig.13). 
• 55.  Possibly  a  Steering
Column ‡. 
• 56. Screwdriver. 
• 57. As #9. 
• 58. DAS, 1*9*1h with 1 lug
angled. 
• 59. DAS, 1*9*1h with angled lugs. 
• 60. Rev. Angle Strip, 1*9*1h with angled lugs. 
• 61. DAS ‡, probably 1*4*1h. 
• 62. 3h Bracket †‡. 
• 63.  Rubber Wheel (Fig.11). This part has been seen in only
one or two Fig.4 type sets. It came after the 4-Spoke Wheel, the
solid, cast Fig.9 part, & Pulley with Tyre. 
• 64. Tyre for #6. 
• 65. Clip ‡, perhaps a Bifurcated Paper Clip.
• 66. DAS, 1*5*1h with angled lugs. 
• 67. Rev. Angle Strip, 1*5*1h with angled lugs. 
• 68. S-Hook (Fig.13). 
• 69. Steering Wheel Bracket (2h Obtuse A/B). 
• 70. SAS, 5*2h.

Other Parts.  1) Eccentric  Wheel,  a 27mm pulley with an
off-centre face hole, as in the Press in OSN 18. 
2) One lot of parts includes A/Bs identical to #33
except that they have a 6mm slot in each arm,
and a Disc Wheel (Fig.15 right), 32.4mm Ø with
9.4mm Ø circular cutouts. 
3) 52mm  Discs.  5h  versions  of  #49,  with  &
without boss, have been seen in a number of sets,
particularly the without boss version. 
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